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Significant	  sector	  economically	  

•  SPU,	  about	  USD	  600	  billion	  (2012)	  
•  ”Handlingsregel”	  4%	  
•  Employment:	  250.000	  
•  Directly	  +	  indirectly	  40%	  of	  income	  ?	  
•  Innova(on,	  investments	  



History	  

•  Rough-‐necks	  
•  ”Just	  drill!”	  
•  In	  Norway:	  the	  
Americans	  

•  Knowledge,	  
capacity	  	  
– Regula(on	  
–  Ins(tu(ons	  

•  Theory	  &	  prac(ce	  



Increasingly	  difficult	  

•  Remote	  
•  Poli(cally	  sensi(ve	  
•  Hos(le	  enviornment	  

•  Deep	  

•  High-‐pressure/	  temp	  



Specialisa(on:	  outsourcing	  

•  Operators	  
•  Rig	  owners	  
•  Drilling	  
•  Maintenance/	  
construc(ons	  

•  Equipment	  
•  Services	  
•  Ex.:	  Schlumberger	  	  



Deepwater	  Horizon	  

•  Gulf	  of	  Mexico,	  April	  2010	  
•  Deep	  water/	  high	  pressure	  

–  Water	  depth	  1500m,	  well	  10.000m,	  
6000	  psi/400	  bar	  

•  ”Every	  well	  is	  unique”	  
•  Understanding	  informa(on:	  
Transocean’s	  email	  to	  BP	  

•  ”Gransking	  av	  gassutblåsning	  på	  
Snorre	  A,	  brønn	  34/7-‐P31	  A”	  
28.11.2004,	  PTIL	  



Subsea	  
•  Unmanned	  
•  Sensors	  (temp,	  pressure,	  
resistency,	  radioac(vity,	  
vibra(on,	  composi(on)	  

•  Not	  sci-‐fi:	  most	  rapid	  
growth	  

•  Norway:	  50%	  produc(on	  
today	  

•  Pressure	  for	  efficiency	  +	  
innova(on	  

•  Knowledge-‐intensive/
Norway	  



Integrated	  opera(ons,	  IO	  
•  High	  expecta(ons	  
•  On	  vs.	  offshore	  
•  Disciplines	  

–  Geologists	  
–  Geophyscisists	  
–  Reservoir	  engineers	  
–  Produc(on	  engineers	  
–  Produc(on	  eng.	  
– Well	  maintenance	  eng	  

•  Assets	  
•  Systems,	  an	  ”ecology”	  
	  



”More	  collabora(on”	  

•  Over	  (me:	  experience	  
sharing	  

•  Over	  assets	  
•  Tradi(onally:	  local	  
•  Disciplines,	  systems	  



Ex.:	  Lotus	  Notes	  Statoil	  (1992-‐	  )	  
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As the hull was lowered to the 99m mark, rumbling noises were heard followed by the sound of water  
pouring into the unit. A cell wall had failed and a serious crack had developed, and sea water poured in  
at a rate that was too great for the deballasting pumps to deal with. Within a few minutes the hull began  
sinking at a rate of 1m per minute. As the structure sank deeper into the 220m fjord, the buoyancy chambers  
imploded and the rubble struck the floor of the fjord creating a 3.0 magnitude record in a local seismograph  
station 



MS	  Sharepoint	  (2002	  -‐	  )	  

•  LN:	  effec(ve	  locally	  	  
– But	  ‘out	  of	  control’	  with	  es(mated	  5000	  
databases	  so	  loca(ng	  relevant	  informa(on	  stored	  
outside	  your	  immediate	  project	  scope	  was	  non-‐
trivial	  	  

•  NYSE:	  Sarbanes-‐Oxley	  act	  (SOX)	  /	  Basel	  II,post-‐
Enron	  

•  MS	  Sharepoint:	  ”out	  of	  the	  box”	  
•  Unlike	  SAP/	  BRA	  prosjektet	  (USD	  300m)	  



Drowning	  in	  informa(on	  

•  Numerous	  systems	  
•  Massive	  amounts	  of	  structured	  data	  
•  Summaries	  in	  free	  text	  
•  Historical	  knowledge	  
•  Excel!	  
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Historic	  stra(fica(on	  

•  Index	  to	  locate:	  age/	  IT	  plaqorm	  
•  Par(al	  but	  never	  complete	  transi(on	  between	  
plaqorms	  

•  Legacy	  

	   ”If you didn’t follow the well from its inception, there is no way you 
can know where to find the information or what kind of information 
that is available. Thus, it is also impossible to just use the search 
engine”  



“that’s how [referring to file servers] we were working onshore before we got  
Lotus Notes. It was so much information in use that we were not able to quit with 
 it and fully migrate to LN. So this [file servers] lived further with LN. Later we got  
[LN Team sites]… and then file servers and LN lived further because it was impossible to  
migrate with all the historical data we needed. When you need it  
[the historical system(s)] you can always add some new information  
to it… [smiling]. So now you have file servers, Lotus Notes and MSP… when  
something new comes [after MSP], we will probably still keep those three old  
ones” [smiling] (manager responsible for operational support).  
 



Well	  history	  

Shared disk Lotus Notes Sharepoint 

”We develop a increased understanding of how wells interact through the production  
history. The key is to see the wells together since the optimization of one well might  
lead to loss of overall production given the right circumstances. When doing this  
evaluation and analysis work we juggle between parameters; temperature, pressure,  
water production, production rates, gas and availability of equipment in the offshore  
process plant.”  



History	  &	  overview	  

“Over the time it becomes difficult to have overview… especially with oldest  
documents [which are by default in the end of the list]. There are 160 documents  
now [in a team site library] and this well is only halfway finished. In addition,  
you have documents in workspaces [user shows number of workspaces on  
the screen]. Sometimes documents are duplicated [in team site library and workspaces],  
but sometimes you find them only in one place. It would be possible to have  
everything in one place, but people do not want to miss overview over documents  
e.g. related to Recommendation to Drill) process so they create a workspace.  
So if you have used particular TS a lot you can find information, because you  
know what to look for… but very often you have to go and ask people where  
things are stored…” (Drilling engineer;  



History	  

•  Biography	  of	  wells	  
•  Mature	  fields,	  decades	  
•  Differtent	  IT	  plaqorms	  
•  Ex.:	  Gullfaks	  A	  



Ex:	  Well	  planning	  
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“To use reservoir models for well planning is very dangerous!...You look at the  
model, but also all the other data you have: other wells in the area, you look at  
the seismic, you look at recent data not included in the model. You have a whole  
portfolio of data you use” 



Heterogenity,	  local	  varia(on	  

“The reason why we spend so much time searching for previous experience is to  
assess whether it is at all possible to conduct a specific intervention. Earlier experience 
 could indicate specific failures that would prohibit us from doing an intervention. Rather 
 than discovering this when we are onboard the vessel, we find this 1 or 2 months before  
the operation. For instance, recently we discovered that the control system on the x-mas 
 tree [equipment installed on the sea floor, cf. Figure 3] was not compatible with our  
equipment.” (LWI engineer) 
 



Local	  (cont’ed)	  
“Every well is unique”  
  
“You need to know the personality of the well” 
 
“There is no plug & play possibilities [across vendors of subsea equipment]” 
 
“The technical complexity of subsea equipment is challenging” 
 
“I call the vendor for technical details [of equipment]” 
 



Analogues	  



Trust	  

•  Faulty	  
•  Inaccurate	  	  
•  Overwhealming	  
•  Triangula(ng	  
•  Collec(ve	  
delibera(ons	  

“We’ve given up fixing that choke. It’s too costly to replace. I tell  
[the production engineer] that he simply has to shut his eyes and  
disregard the readings from it.” 
 



Double-‐check	  

“All of us should be aware that information in [name of the system] is not  
always correct. Preferably, it should be double-checked and compared with  
other sources for instance [name of the system]. For example information  
about equipment can be slightly wrong… for instance wrong diameter… it is  
critical for us to have correct information as we will have to put equipment in  
the well.” (well engineer)  
 



3	  sources	  of	  informa(on	  

Seismic                       Well logs    Production data  
 (accustic)                   (resistency, gamma-radiation)     (temperature, pressure) 



Working	  with	  reservoir	  models	  

•  Abstrac(ons…	  
•  …	  but	  necessary	  
•  Sta(c:	  geology	  model	  
•  Dynamic:	  reservoir	  model	  
•  Computa(onally	  challenging	  
•  Feedback:	  history	  matching	  



Interpolate.	  Interconnected	  

“Obviously, if you have three wells they’re going to tell you a lot about the vertical [well paths].  
So you have at least the understanding of the vertical sense of the layers and you can build  
your sedimentological understanding…You have three wells and … you try to interpolate  
between those wells with your information and then you try to extrapolate away from those  
wells into areas that are further away. And then with the help of the seismic, you try to calibrate  
and use the seismic to help you, and then come up with some sort of feeling about whether,  
you know, how much reservoir you’ve actually captured with the data you have?” 
 

“[Then] we have to figure out, how the heck are we going to update this monster? 
 Because, if you start fiddling with two wells, then you do something with the rest as well.”  
 



Pragma(sm	  

“[I]f we can do history matching that is the best. Because then you learn something about  
the flooding processes in the reservoir, in the process. But that doesn’t mean that you should  
use the model afterwards [laughs]. It is the understanding, the understanding of the reservoir,  
which is important to gain from it. And if you have that, then a good engineer will be able to  
work intuitively with the model he has in his head and be able to do much of his work” 
 





History	  matching	  (Ekofisk)	  

History matching: 
 
 
“Permeability changes over time, due to compacting [of the chalk]. I have never seen  
it before. We are at the limit of the [reservoir simulation] software’s ability which is  
designed for constant permeability” 
 
 
 
“[There is] accumulated critique from the compacting of the reservoir! We have  
adjusted a lot, by inserting parameters. But we have not done it properly in the 
 [static] physical model” 



Conclusion	  

•  Installed	  base:	  old	  system,	  old	  rou(nes	  

•  Integra(on	  –	  sociotechnical!	  	  

•  Simplifica(ons/models	  –	  but	  rela(ve	  to	  purpose	  

•  Never	  the	  same.	  But	  interes(ng	  degrees	  of	  similarity?	  

•  Trustworthy,	  robust	  (enough)	  knowledge:	  triangulate	  


